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and shown that CNTs have lower parasitics than Cu metal
lines, however, the contact resistance between CNT-to-CNT
and CNT-to-metal is large and can be detrimental for timing issues. Additionally, researchers are looking into different CNT
growth techniques that are compatible with CMOS process and
lab measurements indicate the potential of integrating CNTs
on-chip [18], [14].
One essential and most interesting application of the nanotubes in microelectronics is as interconnects using the ballistic (without scattering) transport of electrons and the extremely
high thermal conductivity along the tube axis [2]. Electronic
transport in SWCNTS and MWCNTS can go over long
nanotube lengths, 1μm, enabling CNTs to carry very high
currents (i.e. > 109 A/cm2 ) with essentially no heating due to
nearly 1D electronic structure.
In literature, the comparison of copper and CNTs have
been limited to signal interconnects. Investigation of global
interconnects such as power and clock delivery with CNTs
would also have a signiﬁcant importance. It would reveal
whether or not CNTs can potentially replace both signal,
clock and power/ground copper interconnects. Additionally,
global interconnects are most vulnerable to electromigration,
it is therefore essential to assess CNTs for improving their
reliability. Additionally, most of the CNT modeling and investigations are focused on their electrical properties, whereas
few works exist that look into their electro-thermal modeling
and properties. This work aims to investigate electrothermal
properties of CNTs.
From the large body of research related to CNT analysis,
mainly two groups of works can be identiﬁed. The ﬁrst group
of works focuses on modeling aspects of CNT inteconnects,
notably [2], [8], [6], [12]. The second group of works focuses
on performance comparison of CNT interconnects versus
copper (Cu) interconnects, notably as in [11], [19], [15], [6].
Complementary to these efforts, in this paper, we investigate
electro-thermal properties of horizontally aligned CNTs for
global interconnects such as power/ground delivery network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a detailed description of electrial properties of CNT
interconnects. Section III provides description and discussions
on electro-thermal modeling of CNTs where we present some
electro-thermal analysis for CNTs as signal interconnects and
power/ground delivery networks. Section IV concludes this

Abstract—Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) present themselves as a
viable material for on- and off-chip interconnect material due
to their unique electrical, thermal and mechanical properties.
The electrothermal properties of CNTs, including high Young’s
modulus, resiliency and low thermal expansion coefﬁcient offer great advantage for reliable and strong interconnects, and
even more so for local and global on-chip interconnects. With
aggressive scaling, on-chip interconnects contribute to power
consumption and heat build-up due to their increasing parasitics
with scaling which detriment overall energy efﬁciency of circuits.
CNTs present an opportunity to address these challenges and
provide solutions for reliable and energy efﬁcient signal and
power/ground interconnects. In this work, we investigate the
electrical and thermal properties of CNTs based on analytical
models for interconnect-level simulations. We investigate the
performance of horizontally aligned CNTs as global interconnects
and report on their performance.
Index Terms—carbon nanotube interconnects; electrical modeling, thermal modeling

I. I NTRODUCTION
CNTs are a class of nanomaterials with unique mechanical,
thermal and electrical properties [8]. CNTs can be classiﬁed
into two types: single-wall (SWCNTs) and multi-wall (MWCNTs). SWCNTs are rolled graphitic sheets with diameters on
the order of 1nm. MWCNTs consist of several rolled graphitic
sheets nested inside each other and can have diameters as
large as 100nm. Depending on their chirality, the CNTs can
be metallic or semiconductors. Metallic CNTs (m-CNTs) are
ballistic conductors, which show promise for use as interconnects in nanoelectronics. On the other hand, semiconducting
CNTs (s-CNTs) have a diameter-depended band-gap and do
not have surface states that need passivation, thus can be used
to make devices such as diodes and transistors [11], [9], [8],
[6].
Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical carbon molecules formed
by one-atom thick sheets of carbon, or graphene. Carbon
nanotubes, both SWCNT and MWCNT are being investigated
for a variety of nanoelectronics applications because of their
unique properties [8], [6], [17]. Their extraordinary large
electron mean free paths and resistance to electromigration
make them potential candidates for interconnects in large scale
systems. During the past decade, most of research is focused
on CNT growth, synthesis, modelling and simulation and
characterizing contact interfaces [15], [5]. Detailed simulation
for signal interconnects have been performed by [11], [9]
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an individual nanotube, (Rt ) can be obtained by computing
resistance of each shell, Rshell = Ri + Rc + Rhb + Ro :
N
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where R f = Ri +Rc +Rhb , din is the diameter of the inner shell,
Sa is the space between shells where typically 0.34nm is shell
thickness and 0.34nm is shell-to-shell spacing and N is the
number of shells in MWCNT as N = (dout −din )/Sa where dout
is the diameter of the outer shell. In a bundle of SWCNTS or
MWCNTS, the total resistance can be derived as, Rb = Rt /nb ,
where nb is the number of bundles. For example, a metal track
with width, w and heigh, h, the number of horizontally aligned
nanotube bundles can be expressed as in [12]:

Fig. 1. (a) Circuit model of an individual MWCNT and (b) multiple
MWCNTs. This is general enough model to be applicable to MWCNTs of
different diameters and shell numbers. It can also be applicable to SWCNTs
where the model of a single shell can be utilized [16].

nb = Pm (nh nw − nh /2)

(2)

where Pm is the probability that a nanotube is metallic and
usually Pm = 0.3 [2], nh is the number of nanotubes in vertical
direction as nh = h/dout  and nw is the number of nanotubes
in horizontal direction as nw = w/dout .
The capacitance of nanotubes consists of both quantum, Cq
and electrostatic capacitances, Ce that can impact power supply
noise on power tracks. Additionally, there is coupling capacitance between: 1) conducting shells in an individual MWCNT,
Cc and 2) individual MWCNTs depending on the proximity
between them, Ccm . Using Luttinger liquid theory [2], quantum
capacitance can be derived as 4e2 /h p v f ≈ 193aF/μm per
conducting channel where h p is Planck’s constant, e is charge
of single electron, and vF is Fermi velocity in graphene. There2
fore, for each shell, quantum capacitance is as Cq = h4e
Nc L
p vF
and the total quantum capacitance of a carbon nanotube bundle
is as:

paper.
II. E LECTRICAL M ODELING OF C ARBON NANOTUBES
There are many papers in literature that focus on CNT
modeling and understanding its transport properties [2], [11],
[9], [8], [6], [16]. In this section, we provide a brief description
of CNT modeling that we utilize in this work. A generalized
model for CNT interconnects is depicted as in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 1a, the model of an individual MWCNT is shown with
parasitics represent both dc conductance and high-frequency
impedance i.e. inductance and capacitance effects. Multiple
shells of a MWCNT are presented by the individual parasitics
of each shell. Such model can also be applicable to SWCNTs
where only a single shell is represented.
Each shell has a lumped ballistic resistance (Ri ), and lumped
contact resistance (Rc ) due to imperfect metal-nanotube contacts. These contacts are typically constructed of Gold, Palladium, or Rhodium [8]. The nanotubes have also a distributed
ohmic resistance (Ro ), which is dependent on length, lb , and
mean free path of acoustic phonon scattering (λap ). Overall
CNT resistance depends also on the applied bias voltage, Rhb =
Vbias /Io , where Io is the maximum saturation current (Io values
15 to 30μA [12]). Between shells in MWCNTs, there is also
an intershell tunneling resistance (Rtun ). As the applied bias
voltage to each shell is the same, the impact of Rtun is relatively
small. All the aforementioned ballistic, ohmic and contact
resistance depend on the number of 1-D conducting channels,
Nc . For metallic SWCNTs the number of conducting channels
is always Nc = 2 due to lattice degeneracy [2]. Whereas, for
semiconducting SWCNTs and small diameter semiconducting
MWCNTs, Nc = 0. For any conducting shells in an MWCNT,
the intrinsic resitance, Ri = Rq /Nc , where Rq is the quanta
conductance for a 1D conduction channel (Rq = 12.9Ω)[2].
Also, contact resistance is Rc = 2Rco /Nc where Rco is the
nominal contact resistance [2]. Ohmic resistance is derived
as Ro = Rq L/Nc dsCλ , where L is the length of the MWCNT,
ds is the diameter of the shell, and Cλ is the acoustic phonon
scattering mean free path (λap ). Thus, the total resistance of

N

Cqt = nb ∑ Cqi

(3)

i=1

Electrostatic coupling depends on the geometry of the CNT
and also the bundle density (i.e. number of bundles, nb ).
It is shown in [15] that CNT bundles have slightly smaller
electrostatic capacitance compared to Cu interconnects with
same dimensions. Capacitance of CNT bundles would decrease slowly with increase of bundle density [2]. However, for
a MWCNT, these capacitances cannot be assumed equal due to
the fringing coupling effects between shells. The electrostatic
capacitance of a MWCNT which is equivalent to ground
capacitance from the outer shell to the ground plane, distance
y, can be obtained as:
2πε
Cet =
(4)
ln(y/dout )
The shell-to-shell coupling capacitance is as in [15], [11]:
2πε
Cc =
(5)
ln(dout /din )
and coupling capacitance Ccm between two CNT bundles with
space, s can expressed as:
2πε
Ccm =
(6)
s/dout
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We investigate both SWCNTs and MWCNTs with various
lengths and diameters. We start by deriving the thermal
coefﬁcient for resistance for SWCNTS as in [9]:

As for inductance, CNTs have both kinetic and magnetic
inductance that impact power supply noise and high frequency
effects on power tracks. Again, based on the Luttinger liquid
theory, the kinetic inductance per conducting shell can be
theoritically expressed as Lk = h p L/4e2 vF Nc or ≈ 8nH/μm
per conducting shell. Thus, the total kinetic inductance for all
shells in a CNT bundle is derived as:
Lkt =

1

TCRswcnt =

where Lki is the kinetic inductance of each shell i. Magnetic
inductance, Lm and mutual inductance Mm are also of importance as they can have an impact on dynamic voltage drop
μ
ln(y/d) and for a CNT bundle
behavior. For each shell Lm = 2π
is derived as:
1
Lmt =
(8)
nb ∑Ni=1 L1m
i

Scalable mutual inductance model between any two shells i
and i + 1 with space distance, Sa was presented in [8], [6],
[15] and can be estimated as:
Mmi =

μo l
ln(Sa /(di+1 − di ))
π

LN =

(9)

μo l
ln(s/dout )
π

103 aTo ds2
b + 2aTo ds

(12)

where a is 2.04x10−4 nm−1 K −1 and b=0.425. Fig. 2 shows the
thermal coefﬁcient of resistance for SWCNTs with different
lengths and diameters. We observe that small diameter nanotubes have larger TCR than nanotubes with large diameter.
For example, for nanotubes with length 1μm and diameter
1nm, the TCR=6.5 whereas for nanotubes with diameter 10nm,
the TCR=4. For short length and large diameter nanotubes, the
TCR is relative small (i.e. < 1), then TCR increases linearly
with nanotube length. It is important to note, that TCR is a
positive coefﬁcient for SWCNTs with different lengths and
diameters.
In Fig. 3, the ratio of resistances with respect to resistance
at T=300K is shown for nanotubes with diameter 1nm and
various lengths. We note that for short length nanotubes, the
resistance ratio is small (i.e.< 1.05) for temperature ranges of
300K to 350K. There is a linear increase to the resistance ratio
as the nanotube length increases (i.e. ratio=1.3 for L=9μm).
Hence, the nanotube resistance increases with temperature but
at different rates depending on nanotube length. A similar plot
is shown on Fig.4 where the nanotube diameter is set to 10nm.
We observe a similar trend as in Fig. 3, but the resistance ratios
are smaller. This is an important observation for nanotube
interconnects where diameter and length of nanotubes can
be exploited as a knob for alleviating temperature impact on
resistance. For example, the resistance ratio is minor when
increasing nanotube diameter from 1nm to 10nm for nanotube
lengths of 10μm.
In Fig. 5, the resistance distribution is shown for SWCNTs
with different lengths and temperature values for nanotubes
of d=1nm. As already mentioned above, for short length
nanotubes, the temperature increase does not change the

and mutual inductance Mmm , between two CNT bundles with
space, s can be similarly expressed as:
Mmm =

(11)

where L and ds are the length and shell diameter of the
nanotube. T is the temperature and To = 300K. For a single
wall nanotube with small diameter, the number of conduction
channels Nc is independent of temperature for long length
interconnects (i.e. signiﬁcantly larger than mean free path
at room temperature). Whereas, for large diameter nanotubes
with increasing temperature, the number of conduction channels increase which consequently increases Nc . Similarly,
nanotube conductance also depends on nanotube length and
temperature. Neutral length LN is the length at which resistance becomes independent of temperature. For lengths smaller
than LN , the nanotube resistance is mainly inﬂuenced by the
number of conduction channels, and increasing temperature
lowers resistance. Whereas, for lengths larger than LN , the
mean free path is more important and increasing temperature,
increases resistance. Neutral length is derived as in [9]:

(7)

nb ∑Ni=1 L1k
i

(L/103 ds )/To
1 + (L/103 ds )(T /To − 2)

(10)

Resistance, capacitance and inductance models for MWCNTs
are further utilized to study the dynamic voltage drop and
performance latencies for power delivery and signalling interconnects.
III. T HERMAL M ODELING FOR C ARBON NANOTUBES
In an integrated chip, on-chip temperatures may rise well
above room temperature level which will impact the behavior
of devices and parasitics of interconnects. As interconnect
lengths are usually larger than the free mean path of CNTs,
there will be electron-phonon scattering along the length of
nanotube that would lead to self-heating and temperature rise
along the nanotube interconnect. The temperature variations
along a nanotube are also dependent on the defect density,
alignment and contact resistance. Large contact resistances
create large potential barriers at the interfaces of nanotubes for
electrons to tunnel through. Additionally, large defect densities
cause electrons to localize and conduction happens through
thermally activated electron hopping. In literature, there are
many contradicting and inconsistent reports on the thermal
conductivity and temperature coefﬁcient of resistance (TCR)
for carbon nanotubes. TCR is the change in resistance for
every 1-Kelvin of temperature rise. In this section, we will
exploit the existing physical models of carbon nanotubes and
express its electrical properties as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 2. Temperature coefﬁcient of resistance for SWCNTs.

Fig. 4. Ratio of resistances due to temperature impact for SWCNTs with
d=10nm.

Fig. 5. Resistance distribution for SWCNTs with diameter=1nm for various
lengths and temperature values.

Fig. 3. Ratio of resistances due to temperature impact for SWCNTs with
d=1nm.

higher than the current in the inner shells. We compute the
thermal coefﬁcient of resistance based for each shell, which
then can be used to compute the resistance of MWCNT with
respect to temperature. As the outer shell conducts most of
the heat, we derive its TCR as in [9]:

conduction channels, hence no change in resistance. Whereas,
as the length increases, it also increases conduction channels,
Nc which further increase resistance. Additionally, as temperature increases, we observe an increase on resistance due to
temperature impact on Nc .
To derive TCR for MWCNTs, it is important to understand
the heat transport and distribution on individual shells and
bundles. Once heat is introduced in the outer shell of MWCNT,
the high thermal conductivity along the graphene layer transfer
heat at a high ﬂow rate in the circumferential direction, as
well as along the tube. Due to close proximity between shells,
there is thermal coupling that enables heat ﬂow between shells.
Authors in [1] demonstrated that heat introduced at outer shells
is evenly distributed to all shells within a short distance, L ∼
50nm. The total heat ﬂowing through the outer shell is always

TCRmwcnt =

δR/δT
Rith

(13)

where
δR  Rq  2adout + b/To 
(L − LN )
=
δT
103 dout
(aT dout + b)2

Rith = Rq +
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(14)


Rq L
Rq L
Rq L
Rq L
/Nc (15)
+
+ f ld
+ abs
λac λop_abs λop_ems λop_ems

Fig. 7. Temperature coefﬁcient of resistance for MWCNTs for longer lengths
(i.e. up to 150μm) and outer diameters (i.e.10nm to 50nm). The inset shows
the TCR for smaller lengths MWCNTs.

Fig. 6. Temperature coefﬁcient of resistance for MWCNTs for longer lengths
(i.e. up to 150μm) and outer diameters (i.e. 1n to 10nm). The inset shows the
TCR for shorter lengths MWCNTs.

(or self-heating) effect and is consistent with negative TCRs
obtained by [3], [10]. Theoretical analysis have also shown
that negative TCRs for MWCNTs [10], [7]. Negative TCRs
can be explained from the fact that there are more channels in
MWCNTs contributing to conductance at higher temperatures
as per Fermi-Dirac distribution. Larger number of channels
lowers both scattering resistance and contact resistance. The
negative TCR is opposing with other metals (i.e. copper)
conductors, which presents an advantage for carbon nanotubes
to be implemented as on-chip interconnect material. We also
note that as length of nanotube increases, the TCR also
increases till it saturates for lengths longer than 50μm.
In Fig. 7, the TCR for large diameter MWCNTs are shown.
The diameter varies from 10nm to 50nm for various nanotube
lengths. The inset ﬁgure shows the TCR for short length
MWCNTs. We note a negative TCR that for large diameter
and short length MWCNTs. As length increases, TCR also
increases and saturates for MWCNT lengths of 50μm. In comparison with Fig. 6, large diameter nanotubes have negative
TCRs and small increase in TCR is observed for longer length
nanotubes.
From these experiments, we derive that temperature effects
can be coped with for interconnects with multi-wall carbon
nanotubes where for short lengths even a decrease in resistance can be obtained. Figures 8 and 9 show the resistance
distribution for MWCNTs with diameter 10nm and 50nm,
respectively. The resistance of MWCNTs with diameter 10nm
is at least 1X order of magnitude larger from nanotubes with
diameter d=50nm for T=350K. Such observation is signiﬁcant
for application of CNTs as signalling and power interconnects
where large timing errors and voltage drops would be attained.
Such large changes in resistance at high temperatures would
impact the dimensions of MWCNTs that can be used for
building reliable interconnects.
Another important metric is the resitance ratio with respet to
resistance at T=300K. Figures 10 and 11 show the resistance

where the mean free path for acoustic scattering is as
[4] λac = 103 dout T1 /T where T1 = 400K. Optical phonon
scattering can occur if an electron obtains adequate energy
(i.e. h̄wop ≈ 0.18eV ), it can emit an optical phonon and get
backscattered. The scattering length is (much shorter than
acoustic scattering) is computed as λop = 56dout and measured with smaller coefﬁcients (i.e.∼ 15 − 20)[13]. The mean
free path for absorbing an optical phonon is as λop_abs ≈
λop /n phonons where n phonons = 1/(eh̄w/KB T − 1) is the number
of phonons and KB Boltzmann constant.
An electron can obtain sufﬁcient energy for emitting an
optical phonon either by getting accelerated long enough
by electrical ﬁeld or by absorbing an optical phonon. The
scattering lengths can be calculated as:
f ld
λop_ems
= h̄wop /(qVbias /L) + λop

(16)

λabs
op_ems = λop_abs + λop

(17)

and
where Vbias is the applied voltage. It has been shown that
increasing the diameter or temperature linearly increases the
number of conduction channels in large shells [10]. The
average number of channels in a shell can be estimated as
:

dout > dT /T
aT ds + b,
Nc ≈
(18)
2/3,
dout < dT /T
where dT is 1300nm · K, whose value is determined by the
thermal energy of electrons.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature coefﬁcient of resistance for
MWCNTs for various lengths and diameters. The inset ﬁgure
shows the TCR for shorter length MWCNTs. It is important
to note that the TCR for large diameter (i.e. dout > 1nm) is
negative, where the increase in temperature leads to decrease
in resistance. This behavior can be explained by Joule heating
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Fig. 8. Resistance distribution for MWCNTs with diameter=10nm for various
lengths and temperature values.

Fig. 10. Resistance ratio for MWCNTs with D=10nm for various lengths.
Please note that LN =2.449μm.

Fig. 9. Resistance distribution for MWCNTs with diameter=50nm for various
lengths and temperature values.

ratio for MWCNTs with diameter 10nm and 50nm, respectively. Depending on the diameter and temperature, the neutral
length, LN is obtained and also shown in the title of each
ﬁgure. LN represents the MWCNT length that is independent
of temperature. For MWCNT with diameter d=10nm, the
neutral length is LN =2.449μm. This can also be deduced from
the Fig. 10, where resistance ratio is less than 1 for MWCNT
lengths of 1μm. For MWCNT lengths of 3μm, the resistance
ratios are almost constant to 1 (i.e. as it is close to LN ). The
resistance ratio linearly increases with increase in MWCNT
length and reaching maximum of 7% increase (i.e. maximum
resistance ratio 1.07 for 25μm nanotube length).
Fig. 11 shows resistance ratios for 50nm diameter nanotubes
where LN =20.6μm. Such large LN means that long MWCNT
interconnects can used without any dominant impact from temperature. This can also be noted from Fig. 11 where most of

Fig. 11. Resistance ratio for MWCNTs with D=50nm for various lengths.
Please note that LN =20.6897μm.

the resistance ratios are below 1. For example, MWCNTs with
lengths L< LN have lower resistance ratio and temperature
have a negative impact on the resistance. Such observations
are important for selecting interconnect dimensions that are
immune to joule heating effects.
To predict the voltage drop on a power delivery network,
we analyze a single branch implemented with MWCNTs. To
compute voltage drop on the branch, we make assumptions
that current ﬂowing on the branch, Ibranch =1μA, dIbranch =1μA,
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Fig. 12. Voltage drop for MWCNT interconnects with different lengths and
diameter for T=300K.

Fig. 14. Delay for MWCNT interconnects with different lengths and diameter=10nm.

Fig. 15. Delay for MWCNT interconnects with different lengths and diameter=50nm.

Fig. 13. Voltage drop for MWCNT interconnects with different lengths and
diameter for T=350K.

delay of the segment can be calculated as:
dt = 1ns (or 1GHz switching frequency), and dVbranch =0.1V.
Please note that these values are simply chosen to quantify
branch voltage drop when 1μA current is ﬂowing on the
branch for varying MWCNT lengths and diameters. Fig. 12
and 13 show the voltage drop for T=300K and T=350K,
respectively. Overall, we observe minor voltage drop changes
due to the impact of negative TCR on resistance. We deduce
that selecting MWCNT interconnects length and diameter are
essential for limiting the amount of voltage drop. We also
compute the delay of MWCNT nanotube interconnects when
it is driven by a gate with driver resistance of 200Ω, driver and
load capacitances of 0.5fF and 1fF, respectively. The Elmore

td = 0.69[RdriverCdriver +Cq (Rdriver +Rith )+Cload (Rdriver +Rith +Rc )]
(19)
where Rc is the contact resistance. Figures 14 and 15 show the
delay for MWCNTs with different lengths and temperatures
for diameters d=10nm and d=50nm, respectively. Overall, it is
observed a delay increase up to 5.5% for long length nanotubes
with diameter 10nm, whereas for short length nanotubes a
delay speed up is obtained due to negative TCR effect. For
nanotubes with large diameter, the changes in delay are minor
which points that the nanotube dimensions that are immune
to temperature effects.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) due their unique thermal, and
electrical properties are being investigated as promising candidate material for signaling interconnect and power/ground
delivery networks. The attractive negative thermal resistance
coefﬁcient presents an advantage over other etal conductors for
implementing reliable on-chip interconnects. In this paper, we
performed a detailed electro-thermal analysis of horizontally
and vertically aligned CNTs by investigating the change in
resistance due to temperature and its impact on interconnect
performance and voltage drop. Analyses demonstrates that
CNTs can be efﬁciently exploited for both signaling and
power/ground delivery networks while carefully selecting their
diameters and lengths for minimizing the thermal effects.
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